Payal Mehta, founder of the international bespoke couture jewelry brand
Payal New York, will return for the second year as the exclusive jeweler for
Le Bal des Débutantes. She is distinguished as the first independent jeweler
and the first female designer to partner with the international event.
For many, Le Bal is a fairy-tale debut into the world of haute couture. To
honor this tradition Mehta crafts custom pieces of couture jewelry for
participants to wear at the ball. Each piece is imbued with the elegance
of the occasion, as well as the individual style and personality of the
debutante. For 2016, Mehta has additionally created a special limited
edition collection inspired by “A Midsummer Night’s Dream,” which invokes
the ethereal fairies and moonlit gardens of Shakespeare’s dreamlike world.
These bespoke pieces are an essential part of the experience, a statement
designed to enliven each debutante’s presence and poise.
Mehta’s unique approach comes from her rich depth of knowledge and a life
immersed in jewelry and design. Mehta grew up studying math and physics
with a strong interest in interior design, then expanded her studies into art
history and metal working. In 2009, Mehta applied her considerable skills
and experience to form Payal New York with ateliers in New York and Dubai.
“I wanted to design jewelry with a personality. Pieces that made a bold
statement, were elegant, wearable and, most importantly, effortless,” she
explains.
Mehta approaches each piece from both an artistic and scientific
perspective, as wearable works of fine art, characterized by a distinct
blend of precision and creativity and crafted in the finest fair trade
materials. Payal New York has since garnered an international following
of top collectors for its stunning limited edition collections of unique,
vibrant pieces, as well as custom couture designs. Most recently, pieces
from Mehta’s collection were featured at the National Jewelry Institute’s
exhibition of prized jewelry as art at the Louvre. Her one-of-kind designs
and exquisite craftsmanship stood out tremendously. “Creating jewelry as
wearable works of art fulfills my sense of purpose,” Mehta notes. “Form
follows function in everything I do.”

ON THE COVER, A PAIR OF COSMOS
FLOWER DIAMOND EARRING WITH
SPECIAL CUT MARQUISE SHAPED
DIAMONDS, BRIOLETTES AND
TSAVORITES SET IN 18KT WHITE GOLD

Her process of creating custom works as an expression of the individual
is uniquely suited for the occasion. The collaboration between Le Bal and
Payal New York is multi-dimensional, immersing participants in the design
process. Debutantes are invited to join the designer at her ateliers in New
York and Dubai for personal consultations in which they contribute to the
realization of a unique piece. Like every debutante, the bespoke pieces and
exclusive collections of Payal New York are entirely unique, and extremely
collectible. They are a reflection of character and personal style in precious
materials.

A PAIR OF COSMOS FLOWER DIAMOND EARRINGS
WITH A CENTER MADE WITH RARE FANCY YELLOW
COLOR DIAMONDS SET IN 18KT WHITE GOLD

“My soul is in the sky.”
— William Shakespeare

COSMOS FLOWER DIAMOND
BANGLES HAND MADE TO
WRAP DELICATELY ON YOUR
ARMS WITH YELLOW AND
WHITE DIAMOND SET IN 18KT
WHITE GOLD

COSMOS FLOWER DIAMOND
RING WITH WHITE
AND YELLOW DIAMOND
AND TSAVORITE

MIX SHAPED DIAMOND EARRING WITH RARE
FANCY YELLOW, PINK, ORANGE AND GREEN COLOR
DIAMOND SET IN 18KT WHITE AND YELLOW GOLD
AND A TOTAL DIA WT 48.19 CTS

A DELICATELY BALANCED WHITE AND
BROWN DIAMOND NECKLACE SET IN
18KT WHITE GOLD

“Love looks not with the eyes,
but with the mind,
And therefore is winged Cupid
painted blind.”
— William Shakespeare

MIX SHAPED DIAMOND NECKLACE WITH
RARE FANCY YELLOW, PINK, ORANGE AND
GREEN COLOR DIAMONDS SET IN 18KT
WHITE AND YELLOW GODL AND A TOTAL
DIA WT OF 42.14 CTS

FLOWER DIAMOND NECKLACE SET IN 18KT WHITE
GOLD WITH A TOTAL DIA WT OF 33.64 CTS

A THREE LEAF AND FOUR LEAF ROSECUT
DIAMOND RING SET IN 18KT WHITE GOLD

A DIAMOND CUFF WITH
SPECIAL CUT ROSECUT
DIAMONDS SET IN 18KT
WHITE GOLD

A PAIR OF DIAMOND EARRING WITH HALF
CARATS ROUND SHAPED DIAMOND AS
CENTER STONE AND SPECIAL CUT ROSECUT
DIAMONDS SET IN 18KT WHITE GOLD

“Though she be but little,
she is fierce!”
— William Shakespeare

A PAIR OF
WATERFALL
DIAMOND
EARRING SET
IN 18KT WHITE
GOLD

A PAIR OF DIAMOND EARRING WITH
PINK DIAMOND, DIAMOND BEADS AND
BRIOLLETS SET IN 18KT WHITE GOLD

“The lunatic, the lover, and the poet,
are of imagination all compact.”
— William Shakespeare

BIRD DIAMOND NECKLACE
WITH 108.24 CTS MILKY
DIAMOND BEADS, BLUE
SAPPHIRE AND 19.03 CTS
AQUAMARINE AS CENTER
PIECE SET IN 18KT
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Gallery jewellery

One of a Kind

New York-based PaYal Mehta takes custoM-Made jewellerY to
a New level with her tattoo-like MasterPiece

F

or designer payal mehta, creating jewellery is a way of expressing the
artist within her. “My collections do
not hold any ready-to-wear pieces,” says
Mehta. The latest in the offing is the Starburst
Collection, and the designer talks fervently about it. “I was
asked to commission a piece of jewellery for a lady who
loved tattoos.
The Starburst necklace is meant to be a part of your skin,
giving a ‘tattoo effect’,” she says. She adds that the journey
of creating the piece started with choosing the style after
meeting with the client, post which she rendered a sketch
of the design. “Once I had the sketch in place, I sat
down to decide on the techniques I could use to create
the kind of flexibility required. In this case, diamonds
were the first choice but I needed different sizes to
create the desired effect. Then I used the etching technique to add patterns and textures,” she explains. The most
unique feature of this necklace, however, is the positioning
of the stones for a starry night effect. “I did not make a cast
of the piece so that I could change the original design if
needed,” she says.

To achieve the ‘starburst’, it
was essential for her to create a
dark background on gold. Accordingly, a
knife-edged wire was used to connect each
diamond, and then blackened using black
rhodium to make it ‘disappear’ completely. The
knife-edged wire gives minimum visibility while still
having enough strength to support this long necklace.
“We have tried to use maximum vertical links as
connectors. Just as the stars float in the sky, the
diamonds seem afloat on your skin. To make the piece
dynamic and light, and for it to be able to move, I added
links to the strong structures to connect smaller diamonds.
As a result, the necklace exhibits flexibility,” Mehta
elaborates. The necklace, priced at $50,000, holds 298
brilliant-cut diamonds, weighing 19 carats. The piece, she
explains, is a true reflection of what she had imagined.
The design appears like “a twinkling constellation tattooed
across the collar bone.” Indeed.
— sarosh mody
Payal New York, +1.917.3628.777, www.payalnewyork.com

The Starburst necklace holds 298 brilliant-cut diamonds in a rhodium finished gold design, creating a tattoo-like effect on the skin.
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